Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?

I

t seems to me that many people appear to thrive on hearing bad news constantly and refuse to contemplate the possibility
that there could be lots of good news. My experience with people who “believe” in the ‘anthropogenic global warming’
hypothesis has one thing in common: such people generally REFUSE to look at possible alternatives. “Groupthink”
perhaps? (Link) This seems to endorse a now-famous quote from one of the co-founders of Greenpeace, Paul Watson:
Look where this has taken us: “The Australian National Suicide Note” (Audio) Don’t believe it? Check all that follows.
See two examples of people signing petitions to ban dihydrogen monoxide: (Video links on pictures)
Click here if you
wish to return to
page 25.

Video link:

You might laugh, but perhaps think before you believe what could be propaganda, e.g.: “2017 HOTTEST!”!
So, what does George
Washington’s death have to do
with this?
Answer: He was killed by a

‘quack’ medical belief that
persisted for 2,000 years.

(Go to 1 hour 16:14 minutes
into this lecture by Professor
Murry Salby for the quackery!)

By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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I

t seems that

, (Link)
(Video) Anyone daring to suggest something contrary to that quasireligious belief system is denigrated and automatically branded ‘a denier’ in the same way as religious extremists brand
anyone who does not comply with their notion of orthodoxy as being ‘a heretic’, with all the overtones this implies. It sounds
quite Mediæval. Introducing: “The Climate Religion – Part 1” and “Part 2!” and “Sacrifice Required!” (Video Links.)
!
(Links)
Not forgetting politicians, many of whom seem still to believe in bloodletting! (Refer back to George Washington’s demise ….)
Just in case you might
consider some of my
references inappropriate or
‘unqualified’, here is just one
whistleblower, by way of
example. (Click on button!)

“Groupthink” anyone?
(Click on the sheep!)

Refusing to look at anything that might contradict a pre-determined point-of-view? The very opposite of the scientific method!
But yes: there is good news, of which it seems quite clear that
.
And it’s no wonder this is so if people rely only on the
mainstream media for their information because, after all, as this short video shows (Video):
And now – some music!
Al Gore confirms: “It’s spiritual!” ‘Good news does not sell newspapers!’
Seems appropriate –
This is a well-known old adage, one proven true over time. Furthermore, people are unlikely to get contrary news from
anyone who is riding a most comfortable ‘gravy train’; after all there is another adage from Upton Sinclair in 1935:
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M

ost people, whether religious or interested in psychology or not, are – fundamentally – intent on doing good things.
“Doing the right thing” is part of their personality make-up. Not very many people set out deliberately to be
malevolent! There has been so much anxiety created for so many good people who have become alarmed that perhaps we
– humanity – are doing things that will destroy our planet Earth: a truly noble sentiment! (Check this video about alarmism!)

So, regardless of anything you might find in the information that follows, I hope you will discover there is a solution, about
which probably at least 99.99% of people know nothing, that will remove fears of ‘man-made climate change’ & ‘global
cooling/warming/climate change’; a solution with extra benefits as well: (Check those two very revealing links!)

ö
(And there’s more Hans Rösling on page 54, including about the population problem.)
For those who really want to “do good things” and fix these problems – there is surely one way to go.
And what is it?
A pleasant discovery awaits ….
By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
Page
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Read this article …..

A brilliant presentation – with boxes!
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
No – it’s not with so-called ‘renewables’ that can only provide intermittent, unreliable, and expensive electricity (and which,
upon examination create more pollution in many forms than they might ‘save’ – all you have to do is check from page 28): it’s
something quite different. For many, it will come as a shock! So? What’s this? A pile of dirt?
But check this out whenever
you feel like it!

Don‘t bother to check this
out just yet!
Wait until you’ve watched the
videos on the next pages
before coming back to this
thorough, well-referenced
essay. Mind-opening
information awaits!

Click here for a brief video or
.
Then choose: “Feel-good” Fantasy or
Reality, with lots of extra benefits
apart from dirt-cheap power.

(Link – click on logo.)
,

Videos “Desalinating Lots of Ocean Water” & “Carbon Neutral Gasoline” + “Turning CO2 into Petrol”.
Now check the links in the next two pages, learn FACTS, & question the stupidity of our politics! + Five Myths (Links)
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Good Questions …… Now see what noted internationally-recognised environmentalists say:
Look at the tiny environmental impact nuclear will have compared to coal-fired power.
Showing what this will mean to Australia by Ben Heard, once a nuclear opponent. (Video)

This environmentalist changed from “anti-” to “pro-” nuclear once he learned some facts. (Video)
“Do you want to see the environment protected, and people taken out of poverty, with population stability?”
Another EXCELLENT “TED” presentation by environmentalist Michael Shellenberger. & DO READ THIS!

Now see what some famous ‘GREEN’ climate change enthusiast say. (You might be surprised!)
And now: getting rid of nuclear waste, using it to generate more cheap and clean electricity, and produce
highly effective isotopes to KILL CANCERS. The waste is NOT waste at all! (Video)

Now watch the Movie: “Pandora’s Promise”
An interesting revelation!
(With bonus Spanish subtitles!)

Now
check
this!

Of course, there’s always the
South Australian option instead!
(Link on the candle!)

Ben Heard on removing the ridiculous ban on
nuclear energy in Australia. (Link from Friedman
Conference 2018 – Video)

“Was nuclear energy
sabotaged?”
(Interesting Link)

(Return to page 29.)
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To learn about MODERN NUCLEAR POWER
Then
to bring you right up to date. Cheap, controllable/safe and clean
energy, completely different to uranium light water reactors such as those at Fukushima, about which many are terrified
Do you have ‘green’ worries about pollution and nuclear
The future could be in good hands – check this amazing link!
Do you know that the Americans had this technology operating back in the 1960s, and that it was de-funded ‘for political
reasons’ at the time? (It was because of The Cold War, and the emphasis on making bigger bombs, for which this technology was
useless.) Did you know that the Norwegians turned on their first Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactor in April, 2013?
(Website) And now the Dutch! (“Good news does not sell newspapers!”) And here’s a short report (Video)

(Click on the diagram above for a report.)

For an easy-to-understand and comprehensive guide, with lots of links to further details click on the picture.

Fascinating, Mind-Opening Stuff!

Nuclear For A Clean Environment!

By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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Assuming you want safe CO2
emissions-free power, do you want
to compare ‘apples with apples’? To
make it easy, the arithmetic has been
done comparing wind, solar, light water
reactors, and molten salt reactors.
Click on the apples!
Australia has about 18% of the World’s supply of the relevant element. It’s not uranium; it’s far more plentiful. It’s
thorium. This technology can ‘digest’ the existing nuclear waste that worries so many, using reactors that don’t use water (no
‘Fukushima’ worries there – see page 33; will shut down automatically in the event of a malfunction - no ‘melt down’ risk; and no
need for the massive pressure domes to guard against accidents. (Thorium in Australia: click the map.) This comprehensive

video goes into great detail, including a list of ‘green’ fallacies – start to appreciate the technical progress made!
This even more comprehensive compilation video about space exploration, power problems, & safe, compact,
cheap, long-lasting power – both in space & on Earth – and how it will improve life for ALL people!
I said there is good news! Our planet is ‘greening’, plant growth and crop yields are increasing (Link).

Different countries developments WELL ADVANCED! Australian Nuclear Association +Excellent Summary (Links)
And, by the way: Are you worried about existing coal-fired power stations producing “greenhouse gases”? There’s a new material
now being manufactured in Australia that can deal with radionuclides, oil spills and contamination, heavy metals, PCB plastics waste, and
yes, it even can ‘digest’ and break down the very CO2 about which many people are so worried. No nasty chemicals; completely natural,
organic, microbial action, with the ultimate residual material being a particularly fine fertiliser. (And you are just going to love the material
from which it is derived. Summary:
By Michael
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M

eanwhile, in the newspapers, and the Media generally, there have been – and still are – endless ‘horror’ stories (Video)
about “anthropogenic global warming/climate change/climate disruption/climate ‘weirdness’/whatever-is-today’s-fashionable-politicallycorrect-name-for-it”. Is it any wonder that lots of mostly responsible, well-intentioned people should be worried about this?
Then there’s been an increasingly aggressive campaign by some to vilify anyone not alarmed or skeptical of “the science” as
being “a denier” (Link) with nasty overtones of denying that the Nazi Holocaust took place. There is an old legal proverb:
That seems to fit! Introducing: ‘Psychoterratica’ – environmentally-induced mental illness.

On the other hand, be somewhat
reassured by an article with lots of
FACTS (as against suppositions), and
lots of references you can check.

Click on the ABC logo for a prime example of
the type of alarmist claims that cause so many
people to panic.

(Click on the man supposedly altered by climate change,
picture courtesy of ‘Greenpeace’.)

(Audio – two parts)
Check Media reports & this scientific report: You can decide which is FACT (“empirical data”) or FICTION. (Link)
If it’s the latter, it’s called PROPAGANDA! (Just like this U.S. “Official” 2017 climate report!) (3 Links)
STOP PRESS! “Global Warming”? Now check late 2017 Northern Hemisphere REALITY here! (Link)
Remember: “Good

news does not sell newspapers!”
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Here’s a little assortment from early 2017, with some totally unbiased (?) editorial policy, just by way of example.

Independent, Always

Really? (Link on Logos.)
“Climate change deniers or sceptics are free to
express opinions and political views on our page
but not to misrepresent facts. This applies to all
our contributors on any subject. On that basis, a
letter that says,
‘there is no sign humans have caused climate
change’ would not make the grade for our page.”

Sensational reporting fraud at

(Link on the logo.)

Starring manipulating journalists & NASAGISS James Hansen.
Click on the banner for an exposé video.

“Experts say”: Arctic record hot; ice melting rapidly! (March 2018) This is FAKE NEWS – check out this link.

Climate
Alarmism
is still bizarre, dogmatic,
By Michael
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A wonderful example of “Fake News”!

REALITY!

.”
(Click the link for the scare story.)
Reality?

!
Click (most appropriately) on Al Gore ……
NASA style!

Now, read this investigative report in
(Link)

In accordance with this graph, NASA-GISS manipulations! (Short Video)
All jokes aside, consider what Dr James Lovelock, the originator of
“The Gaia Hypothesis” has to say now!

Click here for Dr Lovelock’s latest opinion:

Now, let’s look first at three of the main claims being made by those enthusiasts promoting alarm, and then look again at the
GOOD NEWS about the energy sources that will truly ‘save the planet’ and remove all worries about pollution:
Claim number 1: “97% of climate scientists say that global warming/climate change is real, and that we are causing it!”
By Michael Spencer
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This ‘97%’ figure arises from a flawed survey at the American Geophysical Union in 2009, as shown in this diagram:

(View the video.)
(Click the sheep to view a brief video.)

And check this 2019 update too!

Of the 3,146 responses, 75 out of 77 answered a question in the affirmative. The arithmetic is simple:
75/77 = 97.4% (say 97%)
This has been the basis for this claim ever since! (Click on the graph to read all about it.)
Australian cartoonist and blogger John Cook (‘Skeptical Science’ blog) tried to prove the ‘97%’ with a paper published via the
University of Queensland. Proper analysis gave it short shrift. Mr Cook’s ‘97.1%’ turned out to be ‘0.3%’!

For a detailed analysis, click here.

“Skeptical Science” gets a mention in this revealing video!

Two links!
Claim number 2: “Climate ‘Deniers’ are “in the pay of Big Oil/Big Coal/the Koch Bros” etcetera.”
By MichaelScience”
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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Check it out here. (More on ‘smear sites’ next page.
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credibility of this organisation.)
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One example is by Robert Brulle, professor of sociology & environmental science at Drexel University claiming “Not Just the
Koch Brothers: New Drexel Study Reveals Funders Behind the Climate Change Denial Effort”.
But, who are ‘Desmogblog’?
(Click on the smear!)
Click on the Drexel logo to read all about it. Click on the ‘Watts Up With That’ logo to read a critique of Professor Brulle.
On the other hand, there is The Heartland Institute, supposedly rolling in money, as revealed in the following graphs:

“How to talk about
Climate Change Issues.”
Check this brief report.
(Link)

(Click on the link.)

Yes I know! It’s so small you can’t see it. So click on the first ‘stack of coins’ graph to see it and read about it. Click on the
Heartland logos for a detailed statement from that institute, and a separate report. Click on the third graph for some revealing
information about who really is ‘in the money’, and there is lots, lots more on this subject in the downloadable PowerPoint.
So,
(Link), and a few things that have been promoted to cause alarm. And yes, I know! Some will
say that everything that does not agree with their belief system is ‘misinformation’, but the best thing to do is to check it out
for yourself, something you can do easily with a few links to follow on a wide range of subjects, thanks to the Internet.
Claim number 3: “The science is settled. The ‘greenhouse’ hypothesis is REAL; carbon dioxide (CO2) retains heat causing global warming!”
By Michael
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Consider this interesting photo
of frost.
After a night of mild grass frost (minus
3°C) this picture, taken at
16h48 and just before sunset, shows
that despite a whole day of
sunshine (but none directly onto this
patch of land) the frost does
not melt as there is no heat from the
atmosphere beaming down to earth!

Click here to read what the
retired Superintendent of the
Bureau of Meteorology Climate
Centre says about CO2.

(Click here for a video.)
A serious questioning of ‘scientific’ dogma!

And now try this!

Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955) [Here’s a link to some REAL SCIENCE “Why Human CO2 does not change climate.”]

The Sceptics Case: Climate Computer Models versus THE FACTS! (Video) + Peer Reviewed paper. (Link)
Jump to page 36 for FACTS! See what pressure does; videos comparing planets; discover what really causes warming!
STOP PRESS! HADCRUT4 – the principal data base for climate alarmism, audited
And now: ABC takes “moral high
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But wait! There’s more! Isn’t this all about ‘carbon [sic] pollution’?
It’s water vapour
from condensation.
SHOCK!
HORROR!

(Click on the cloud for a
video.)

Isn’t this the stuff that’s driving our weather, and is causing global warming? Isn’t this about the gas that you and I,
and all animal life, breathe out – carbon dioxide (CO2)? Check out this “Control Knob” video! (Link)
And if it is ‘pollution’ (at least that’s the claim that is made by many, and reported as such in the Media),
then WHY is CO2 NOT ON THE LIST OF POLLUTANTS at the Australian Department of the Environment?

Check it out for yourself – click on the photo or logo above for a link straight to the pollutant list.
Let’s see if you can find it there! (And click here for some REAL science about CO2!) Have you been ‘conned’?
Now click on the giraffe to read how U.S.
Democrat voter David Siegel discovered that ‘the
science’ is NOT settled!

By Michael
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And thinking about ‘carbon [sic] pollution’ – isn’t this the stuff that’s heating the Earth’s atmosphere and, in turn,
is heating the oceans, which is a primary cause of environmental destruction in the oceanic environment?

Really? The atmosphere is heating the oceans?

The Great Barrier Reef comes to mind, and claims of coral bleaching. (See more on this subject later – page 23)
So now try this little experiment. You don’t need to be an ‘expert’, nor do you need to be a climate scientist. It’s easy.

(A popular accusation - pick any one of these!)
Now check this statement from just one U.S.
blogger cited in this document a number of
times –

Click on the picture to read
, a declaration by
just one typical lone investigating blogger.
Then ask yourself: “Who should I believe?”

Turn on the heating (or bring a heater into your bathroom and turn it on full power.)
Next: get in the bath and wait for the now-heating air in the bathroom to heat your bath. Are you comfortable?
Just how long do you think it will be before your bathwater heats up? Answer: A long, long time!
So now consider: suppose the atmosphere gets a degree or so warmer; in the light of your bath experiment, how
long do you think it will be before the oceans heat up? Think undersea volcanoes! (Go to page 27.)
Now, try doing the opposite.
Get into a HOT bath, and watch how quickly the air heats up.
Think about this when next you hear ‘experts’ (such as NASA Link) tell you that ‘global warming’ is heating the oceans!
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But before looking further into ‘climate change’, a little recent history could be enlightening. What about “The Hole in the Ozone
Layer” over Antarctica and the world-wide panic leading to The Montréal Protocol banning CFC (chlorofluorocarbon) refrigerants?
Why were CFCs banned? Was it to ‘save the planet’, or to prevent cancer? Would it surprise you to discover that patent rights
for CFCs had expired, and BIG MONEY could be made by forcing a change? The big panic story was that releasing extra
chlorine into the atmosphere (by breaking down the CFC molecule) the Ozone layer would be destroyed.
But wait! CFCs were created almost exclusively in the Northern Hemisphere, are somewhere between 4 and 8 times heavierthan air, and yet were supposed to have (mysteriously) been capable of ‘floating’ thousands of kilometres down to Antarctica,
then breaking down and releasing chlorine, thus causing a reaction with ozone to destroy it! (You try floating something 4
to 8 times heavier-than-air and see how you get on!)
As has been pointed out by Haroun Tazieff, agricultural engineer, mining engineer & geologist, and renowned volcanologist,
later the French Secretary of State for the Prevention of Natural and Technological Disasters: “millions of tons of chlorine that are
belched out annually by the volcanoes of the world” compared to CFCs “whose mass of chlorine is but infinitesimal
compared with that of volcanic eruptions”. In other words: this was a massive propaganda triumph and ‘con’ job – and
it’s still in force today! The word “FRAUD” comes to mind! Check it out: (Including this little bit. Link.)
Here’s a man commemorated with a few postage stamps.
That probably tells you something of his credibility.

Then read this thorough piece of
investigative journalism will throw a
completely new light onto sensationalist
reporting leading to mass hysteria!
(Click on the book cover to read the book.)

Click here to read Haroun’s ‘Foreword’ to this book:

Check this link as well!
By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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So, after discovering about the CFCs ban, perhaps it would be a good idea to check out a bit about the origins and
development of the notion of
(Link), with its’ attendant media frenzy.
th
It’s nothing new; such alarms having been noted well before the 20 Century. Although this “The Weather Channel” video
being presented by veteran U.S. meteorological weather presenter John Coleman is U.S.-focused, it gives a fair summary of
the development of the ‘global warming’ scare, and the resulting huge ‘gravy train’ funding which continues to this day.
WARNING: John Coleman was a ‘climate sceptic’, but he did give an authentic outline of the origins of the present day ‘global
warming’ alarm (Click here to play The Weather Channel video):

(There’s a lot on this subject from page 28.)
(Click on the Eagle to play.)
Matt Ridley gives an excellent summation:
, & “Big Global Warming Lie” U.S.
Public Radio (Links), but to be fair & ‘balanced’, here are three separate presentations of ‘global warming’ alarm for you to check:
Click on each
presenter to play
videos.

Click here!
“Final Nail for Climate Change Disinformation”

Horror!

(Click link.)

In the pages to follow, you should be able to sort out FACT from FANTASY; and PRACTICALITY from
PROPAGANDA to see if the alarm is justified,
If you are not willing to
do so, you leave yourself open to THIS sort of disgraceful video exploitation of children using false appeals to
‘authority’ as its basis. (Click on the yellow text to view the video.) And then think what such propaganda has achieved in the
past, with Nazism as just one example, and North Korea as another! So, here follow a few things for you to check …..
By an
Michael
Spencer
(Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
Page
‘jumps’
– Left click toexposes
activate. the
INDEX on page 57.
How
active
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Noted
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
1. Atmospheric CO2 levels

temperatures, not the other way around as promoted (in)famously by Al. Gore (Link):
Oops! The answer
to question number
entirely
undermines this
‘debunking’ by
endorsing Dr Guy
LeBlanc Smith’s
conclusion.

But happily it’s been
rescued - click on the logo.
Cart before horse? (Click on the horse!)
So - if this empirical data from ice cores is true, why is it that today’s CO2 is supposed to do the opposite, and thereby cause
the ‘global warming’ about which many seem to be so terrified? (Click on the top graph for more information, including about the Arctic.)
Statement from Dr Guy LeBlanc Smith: “I am a concerned professional research scientist with over 30 years’ experience, latter part with
CSIRO as a Principal Research Scientist. As my funding no longer depends on politicians, I am free to make my
information and conclusions public.” (Click the bottom graph for more information; and page 36 for the logarithmic effect!)
Have you noticed:
The
direclick
climate
predictions
Is CO
knob
2 the control
By Michael
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
2. Atmospheric CO2 levels have been increasing (Link), so how is it that three most ‘authoritative’ terrestrial data sources
together with the two satellite records shows this result? And you are told the Earth is warming alarmingly!

They are always based on
REAL data – aren’t they?
Click here for a little video.
With satellite observations alone, and no ‘homogenisation’, (a practice of ad hoc adjustments to terrestrial temperature records
which, in many cases can result in questionable or biased data), so there is no tainting of the outcome by subjective thinking:

Click here for details.

Surely not!
(Click here.)

(Click the graphs for lots of information – including NO WARMING at the South Pole for 37 years.) 2018 UPDATE click here!
STOP PRESS: Climate Scientist, Benjamin Santer, confirms the ‘hiatus’ – no warming for years! (Click this link.)
STOP PRESS AGAIN! Yes! China had a Mediæval Warm Period Too! (Link)
By Michaeltemperature
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
Page ‘jumps’
– Left Report
click to activate.
INDEX on page 57.
Australia’s
trend since michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)State
of Climate
Reveals 23
Compiler of “Reconsidering Climate Change” [Download Link} Interactive PowerPoint Show – Lots more information available!
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– essentially ZERO! (Link on graph.)
Stratosphere. (Link.)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
3.
of 2014 sounded wonderful as announced by Climate Council Chief Tim Flannery et al, but
only if past history is ignored, just by way of this example: (So, check 1936 in America: it WAS HOT! Video click here.)
“Unprecedented!” – the favourite word
of those wishing to spread alarm.

Click here for the National Library of
Australia and check for yourself. This
link is pre-set to ‘Unprecedented heat in
Australia’, but you can look for
whatever you want. Will you still
think that “Unprecedented” is correct?

Do you think I’m just making this up? Real records are available. (Click on the bar graph above for some real Australian History.)
There’s been the ‘homogenisation’ of data by ‘adjustments’, e.g. to account for relocations of observation stations (sometimes even
purely imaginary changes!), making those adjustments very questionable, and leading some to call it ‘cooking the books’ to make
facts fit theory, and not the other way around as it should be in real science. (All is revealed - click on the graph below.)
Whatever you do, don’t check the
‘Climategate’ files and learn about the
deliberate corruption of science by a few
people in order to promote the idea of
‘anthropogenic global warming’ – as
revealed in the leaked emails. ‘Scientific’
Fraud? Never ….

But, if you do, click this
‘book cooking’ link
Return to
page 43.

STOP PRESS! 2018 “Hottest Ever!” update What about 1828? And BoM manipulations! (Links)
By
Michael
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
PageLIE
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activate.
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Climate
The BIG
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Bureau of
Compiler of “Reconsidering Climate Change”of
[Download
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(Link)

(Link)

(Link)

(Audio link.)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
And now it’s been announced ‘officially’, just in time for the lead-up to the UN IPCC Conference in Paris! (What a surprise!)
But before you accept what you read and hear via the mainstream media, and from politicians & lobby groups, about ‘hottest’
or increasing temperatures, consider this: Australia is NOT warming, and the hottest year in recent history was 1998.
UNPRECEDENTED!
2016 floods in Paris.

Really?

Check out this blending of
photographs ….
(1910 & 2016)
(Link on photos.)

Don’t believe it? Prefer to believe ‘information’ provided by those enjoying taxpayer-funded grants for ‘scientific’ research?
Check it out. Click on either the graph or the map to get the facts. (This graph looks a bit like those on page 18. Hmmmm …)
Check this brief video about Australia’s climate history since 1788. (Link) Are we really in a hot period now?
Now look at this EXTENSIVE exposé of corrupt political manipulation of the facts in the U.S. (Video)
GIVE US MORE MONEY PRESIDENT TRUMP! (We’re climate scientists.) (Video) (Sceptic interview – Link)
And now we see the investigation into our very own Bureau of Meteorology being cut –
(Click on Greg Hunt’s long nose!):
And now for some spectacular ‘book
cooking’ from no less an authority
than NASA-GISS!
(Click on Wilson’s Promotory.)
NOAA
caught
adjusting
2018
By Michael
Spencer
(Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
4. Popular claim:
(Video)
Really? Do yourself a favour and check out the ‘Landsat’ photographs of Earth from Space since 1984. Check Kiribati: often
reported to be disappearing beneath the waves . (Link) (Look for yourself! Click on the photograph of Kiribati):
Here’s something
interesting about trees
and skulls and sea levels
in The Maldives.

ALARM!
The Union of
Concerned Scientists is
concerned about fake
sea level rise.
(Click here!)
P.S. Send money ….

And now – check with Bureau of Meteorology Kiribati sea level record link below:
Click on the photo to see the non-sea level
rise at La Jolla Bay since 1871!

Look anywhere you like: Dubai is interesting, because the sand-islands weren’t there in 1984 - you can see them ‘grow’.
(It has nothing to do with the climate! Go and look! Can you see Kiribati being swamped?)
“Rising sea levels in the Indian Ocean due to man-made ‘adjustments’, NOT CO2”! & Stable sea levels? (2 Links)
U.S. satellite data shown to be completely inaccurate!!
(Link)
DISASTER – Tuvalu going under water! (Video link) ‘FAKE NEWS’ EXPOSED.
BUT: Computer Models say! (Link)
And now check out some U.S. ‘fake news’ about sea level rise. (Video)
By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left clickNow
to activate.
INDEX
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(He is THE top World expert on sea-levels)
(Link)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Three links.

5. Another popular claim:

Well, who would have
thought it?
(Click the link!)

Click on the alarmist
magazine cover.

It seems that empirical data withheld by key scientists shows that since 1910 ocean pH levels have not decreased in our
oceans as carbon dioxide levels increased. Overall the trend is messy but more up than down, becoming less acidic. So
much for claims of coral dying! (
) (Click on the graph for details and on the fossil for a bit more.) Return to page 15.
Oops! It seems the Reef is recovering from the 2016 bleaching faster than the alarmist ‘experts’ predicted. (2 Links)
Ocean acidification
coral scare ended!

Click here for some
enlightenment.

(Link)

(Click here.)

“Great
Reef Dying” Themichaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
By
MichaelBarrier
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
Page ‘jumps’
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Ridd & James Cook University! (Link)

(Link)

(Link)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
6. Look what the dreadful CO2 is doing: it’s ‘greening’ the planet. (Click on the world maps to check.)

Is that correct? Click on graph to check.

But: ‘experts’ all agree:
the Planet & Humanity
are all doomed!

(Link)
Meanwhile:
NOAA claims “record
heat” with ZERO data!

(Video link.)

Are you panicking about rising atmospheric CO2 levels? Click on the chart above for a video: “Re-greening the Planet”!
By Michael
Spencer
(Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
Page
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
7.

Again: Oh, really? Check the facts - click on the logos below:

“Warming the climate” as managed by
the Bureau of Meteorology:

Pretend that there was no weather
before 1910! (Simple really …)

Hmmmm ….. Wild weather doesn’t seem to be increasing, nor is it more intense than previously (Link).
So: Check “Hurricane Superstition Reaches Category Five!” (Video link)
Could it be that a country’s wealth/standard-of-living plays a part in lowering casualty rates? (Link)
(Link), and that it’s caused by ‘carbon pollution’!
(And then check about ‘carbon pollution’ in the next two video links)

Oh look! The usual picture of dihydrogen monoxide supposedly
‘polluting’ the atmosphere! (Refer to the very first link on page 1. Click
here for a comprehensive video about “Carbon Pollution”.)

Now here’s someone with ‘environmental’ credentials
saying the same thing. (Link.)

By Michael
(Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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click to CENSORSHIP!
activate.
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“Fake News” is the new “normal”.

(Link.)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
8. Another popular claim: The ice is melting in the Arctic!
(Now check THIS VIDEO!)
Are you sure about that? Take a look: click on the photos to see for yourself: (Coastal Alaska & Greenland.) More Fraud! (Video)
The Polar
Bears are
Dying!
(Link)

Check some official ice
thickness fraud HERE!

ALERT!
Ice thickness 15 Years!
Watch it NOT melt!
(Link)

Try every source at once then - includes Antarctica (Click on the map below!): (
But wait!
According to the Climate Change Research Centre in
Sydney:
.
Really? Check the current weather forecasts.

The REAL sea
ice extent versus
the Climate
Scientists’ Version.

)
Click here for present temperatures, and then
decide for yourself whether ice should be
“melting alarmingly rapidly”.
Note: This site
is pre-set to
Fahrenheit.

Change to
Celsius at the top
of the page.

+ Update! (Links)
I could go on ..... CLAIM: “The glaciers are melting alarmingly rapidly!” HORROR! (Click HERE to look for yourself.)
“Experts” say the Arctic winter temperatures are soaring!
(Links)
“The Arctic is Screaming!” REALLY? Check it out – click here. & Climate ‘Science’ Arctic Fraud. (Video Exposé)
By Michael
(Feed-back/Comments:
Page ‘jumps’
– Left clickgeological
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?

T

hinking of melting glaciers, supposed melting of ice in the Arctic and Antarctic, and general fake news, could it be that
there is something logical occurring from time-to-time that just might cause this? (Videos) Surely not volcanoes! Do
you realise that most volcanoes are submarine? (Oceans cover some 70% of Earth’s surface, so some 70% of volcanoes
are under water! Link) And some are even covered by ice sheets; check out the latest discovery in Antarctica. Here are
more interesting links for you to check before you get alarmed by ‘experts’ telling you “climate change is melting the ice!”

Huge volcano under the Pacific
Ocean. (Click here.)

But there are ‘experts’, such as the

(Link)

(Click on the picture.)

blog who deny this and attempt to justify that stance; on the other hand
. (Check these two links, and then choose which to believe.)

Check this brief geological review of volcanic influences on climate change.
ALARM! Ice melting in Antarctica! (But don’t mention the volcanoes …..)

Comprehensive Volcano Research! (Link)

Click here for 1,000 REAL ‘peer reviewed’ scientific papers. & for a German scientist’s PROPAGANDA comment!
Now refer back to page 16 and the comments on volcanoes from French volcanologist Haroun Tazieff, and go forward to
page 39 for some information about so-called ‘fossil’ fuels. (You might be surprised!) (Return to page 15 -Bath experiment.)
By
Michael
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(Just ask an ‘expert’!) (Link) (Short Video with FACTS!)
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Perhaps you think that wind turbines are a wonderful way to reduce ‘carbon [sic] emissions’, and thereby ‘save the planet’?

Bird & Bat Slaughter!

Doesn’t stack up!

Gear box Failures!

Noise health problems!

Actual power output!

Consider these nasty facts: wind turbines do not appear as if by magic! They have to be manufactured. (Click on this link) There’s
lots of steel, and cement to make the concrete for the bases. To manufacture these items requires large amounts of CO2
released during that processing - there is no other way! And then there’s the manufacture of the mechanisms, the blades, the
magnets, the wiring, the delivery and construction, etc.. All of these things involve considerable ‘carbon [sic] emissions’ –
there’s no avoiding this! Conservatively, it will take years in terms of CO2 emissions ‘saved’ before a turbine could
possibly just break even, if ever (Link). And then there’s the ‘minor’ problem that if the wind doesn’t blow - either strong
enough, or too strong - the turbines don’t work, so there has to be a constant back-up running, including to provide heating
in freezing conditions. Of course, there is also another ‘minor’ (?) problem of the massive killing of wildlife - birds and bats
(and aren’t environmentalists supposed to concerned about such matters?), to say nothing of
. (Link) (Don’t believe this?
. (Link) It’s a fair offer – if you like risk!) And then there’s the
fire risk as these things burst into flames quite regularly
(Link) What a great thing to happen
during our bushfire period. Listen to Dr Mariana Alves Periera about HEALTH EFFECTS!
(Click on the photos; & for the SCANDAL of RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES
RENEWABLE
ENERGY RORT +SOME PLAIN SPEAKING - click these links! [3 audios])
By Michael Spencer
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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Hmmm! Perhaps nuclear is much better! (See page 4)
(Link to nasty facts!)
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
But wind-power has been a wonderful success in Denmark (and Germany) hasn’t it?
No, actually!
It’s a typical week of wind
energy generation!
Click here for a report.

New avant garde artwork?
And now there has been an Australian Senate Enquiry.

Click here for audio.

Click on the Senate committee photo for a commentary, and on the ALP logo for the dissenting report.
(The link to the most extensive majority report is in the commentary.)

Click here to read about the status of renewables energy projects worldwide! (Expensive failures!)

NOW: A ‘mea culpa!’ from a German professor confirming their power disaster. (Audio)
s (Click this link!)
By
Michael Spencer
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(See “Environment Protected” video - page 5.)

(Link)

(‘Renewables’ are only 0.8% - Link)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
You didn’t watch that little video link on the previous page? You should do so: it’s quite educational.
And, after you have done so, you really must check this out (Click on the interesting illustration below.):
a founding director of the
Victorian Power Exchange and then Deputy
Chairman of VENCorp (Victorian energy
networks for electricity and gas)
(Click here.)
And for the technically-minded
Finally: check out “The Wentworth Report”.
(Dr David Evans)
Click on the power station,

! (Detailed analysis.)

Is coal dirty?

Now –
!
Read this prediction from the late Chief of the
Australian Energy Market Operator:

(Click here to read.)
By Michael
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Australian electricity prices! (Link)

the same thing! (Link)
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
The REAL pollution the promoters of
wind farms don’t want you to know
about.
(That would spoil the ‘clean, green’ image!)

(Click here for some rather disturbing
information in this video report!)

Still think it’s a good idea?
Well, check the fatalities! (Link)

Perhaps it’s not such a good idea!
(Click on the pictures for a failure report on all of these disasters.)
Now check on pilots killed by these things! (Link) (And you still think they’re a good idea.) Return to Page 4.
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Michael
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Read it and weep! (Link.)
(Check this link)
Read this, and be NOT thrilled! (Link)
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Of course, there’s solar power. Wonderful, if only the sun would shine on us with equal intensity 24/7! Unfortunately, no
amount of wishful thinking can alter that fact. (Yes, I know! ‘One day’ we'll be able to store the energy. One day .... )
So let’s provide enough power for Australia using solar energy then.
Solar array for South Australia? It’s a copy of this U.S. Plant – now check how that’s performed. (Link)
Solar panels? Wonderful!

(Click the link across the page.)
AUSTRALIA’S LAND MASS IS NOT BIG ENOUGH TO ACHIEVE THIS!
You don’t believe that outlandish statement? Click on the Sun for an interesting interview, with some nasty FACTS!
But wait – surely that’s not Australia’s leading ‘shock jock’ radio host Alan Jones, AO? (Many won’t listen – on principle
perhaps, but then ignorance is supposed to be bliss. So prove him wrong!) And it’s worse: the interviewee is Professor Ian
Plimer, arguably Australia’s leading geologist. Here’s an interview about Australia’s energy crisis. (Audio Link)
But go on, be brave – listen, be informed, and then prove him wrong with your alternative facts (Audio Link)
Electricity Crisis: Costs going up, businesses & employment going overseas – try this interview then. (Audio Link)

Link here & look over there
And wind & solar are so clean – aren’t they?
(Link)

(Click here.)

MASSIVE
SUBSIDIES!
(So, the
propaganda
must be true!)
(Link above.)

(Here’s a solar farm disaster! Click on the solar array for Kogan Creek Solar Booster failure – cost to taxpayers? ONLY about $50million.)
And just
how stupid are we?michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
Is this a rort, or is this Page
a rort?
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And now – a little about cost comparisons! (Link)
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Cleaning
the panels
to maintain
efficiency.
(Link)

There’s one
little
problem!

(Link on Warren.)
Yet more information about the
huge subsidies to the ‘fossil’ fuel
industries!
(And click on the cartoon for an
interesting short video!)

(To see how much – click here.)

Yes! Tell us more!

Click here for some revealing information.

: A challenging article from
Read this damning open letter about “The Finkel Review”! And listen to this interview.

.

(Click on the titles or the logos to read the articles – and to see the comments!)
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
So, after that information, let’s take a look at reality. NASTY FACTS actually!
(Click on the graph.)
Check this out for a thorough
examination of the subject:

There are a number of videos to
watch as well ….. including
!”

(of hydrogen)

Not according to this Australian
who has been there (Link on map.)

“But, surely that can’t be correct?” (You might think.) Well, I did say NASTY FACTS! (Fukushima radiation article.)
You might as well contemplate this overview, and a summary from a retired power station manager! (2 Links.)
A

(Audio.) Meanwhile, in Canada! & Germany (Link)
Now perhaps you might return to page 4 for the REAL energy solution – if you haven’t looked already!

By Michael
Spencerbaggers”
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Read this and weep (Link) ….

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Now, I’ve probably just wasted my time typing this up because, if past experience is any guide, many people won’t look at or
listen to new and positive information, but will just continue to believe the same ‘experts’’ who have been saying the same
negative things for years, and “97% of scientists say ....”, etc.! BEWARE OF CLAIMS OF “CONSENSUS”! (Links.)
Computer models haven’t done too well so far, and the “97%” is pure fantasy (Link) when you examine the basis of that
claim rather than just repeat it unthinkingly – almost as a mantra,
, so then many believe it to be the truth. (Video.)
So now, take a look at what Emeritus Professor of Physics at Princeton University, Will Happer, has to say about
“climate models” – excellent, short video. (“And what would he know?” you might think. Perhaps a bit more than most!)

Beware “The Voice of Authority” –
especially if that ‘voice’ is taxpayer funded!
(Click on the logo for the latest climate report.)

(Click on the salesman for a critique of such
reports – including the Australian Academy of
Science Report.)

Click here for an “official” line
And here’s what the Royal
Society left out!
(Click here!)
The computer projections (above) all show warming because they’ve been programmed to assume that CO2 drives
warming So, of course, they show warming! (Exactly the OPPOSITE to historical records.) Click on the graph.
Now check: “Flat Earth Climate Scientists” & “Climate Mafia” (Videos) ––
By MichaelModels
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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warmed, it’s “Climate Change”! (Link to a few old reports.)
(Short Video link)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
But wait! Could it be that the whole of the ‘Greenhouse’ theory is just so much 19th Century humbug, without any empirical
evidence that the concept of ‘greenhouse’ gases ‘trapping’ heat is real? (Click on the shattered greenhouse.)
Isn’t the ‘greenhouse’ hypothesis about
heat being ‘trapped’ in the atmosphere
by CO2 and overheating us?

And over there for a little video

(Click here if you’re not too frightened!)

Have you ever thought why it’s cooler up mountains, but hotter down a mine? It’s nothing to do with ‘greenhouse’
gases. Why is the CO2-rich atmosphere of the planet Venus so hot? It has nothing to do with CO2 ‘trapping’ heat; it is
caused by atmospheric pressure - CO2 is irrelevant! (Three very enlightening Videos & then click on the pressure cooker.)
Even if ‘the greenhouse effect’ is real, it is significant
The effect of CO2 is logarithmic, so
that CO2 is a minor player.

(Perhaps there should be a ‘Cloud Reduction
Tax’ to ‘Save the Planet’?)

Click to return
to page 13!

Return to
page 18.
(Click here to read about it.)

Yet more evidence that ‘anthropogenic global warming/climate change’ is a political/financial question, and not about science:
This is confirmed by the
Further confirmed by
Now look at an experiment confirming Professor R.W. Woods’
Beer-Lambert Law!
Ed Berry, PhD Physics!
1909 experiment proving that “The Greenhouse Effect”
(Link)
(Link)
DOES NOT EXIST IN REALITY! (Link)
By Michael
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
So here are several ‘lateral’ thoughts that could broaden your perspective somewhat:
Firstly, could the Sun and the Planets have any effect on our climate? (The U.N. I.P.C.C. was specifically set up to ignore these
things, and to look at only human influences. With that charter, do you think it would look at anything else? Of course not!)
Just check this interesting graph:
And, could it be that more
or less cosmic rays effect
Earth’s cloud cover, and
subsequently the climate?
Danish research.

Click here for video.

Click on the graph to get an entirely different rationale to the idea that “carbon [sic] pollution” (CO2) drives everything.

(There’s AUD$50 000 to prove Doug Cotton wrong by producing a counter study. (Link) Nobody has in over five years!)

Could it be possible that perhaps – just perhaps – there are influences other than CO2 at work on the climate?

“Cosmic Rays – Climate link FOUND!” Listen to interview. (Links) Now, watch “The Cloud Mystery”.
Click on the picture for a short
video on the latest research into the
Sun’s magnetic field variations.

Perhaps there should be
international agreements and taxes
to control the Sun and the Planets?

So what will that do to ‘The Greenhouse’ hypothesis – and the panic about global warming/climate change?
By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Secondly, something interesting about magnetism, particularly as no less authority than NASA has the Earth’s Magnetosphere
looking like this:

This NASA diagram is based on the usual
textbook illustration of a magnetic field,
derived from the standard “iron filings”
experiment that almost everyone has done at
school:

But what if the textbooks are wrong?

Click here for details of this diagram after
checking the magnetic experiment video.

Think of what this might mean for the basic concepts of understanding Earth’s weather. Perhaps this might influence many
factors controlling the world’s climate, such as upper troposphere winds (the “Jet Stream”)? (Link – and on diagram above.)

What if it’s really shaped like a peanut shell?
Standard
Illustration

Click on any of the pictures for a little experiment that shows the textbooks appear to be, in reality, wrong!
By CO
Michael
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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Cosmic Rays, and Clouds! (Link)

(Link)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Thirdly, here’s a little bit of information about (so-called) ‘fossil fuels’:
But first, a question:
What?
Try this comprehensive exposé then …..

Here’s some completely
different thinking!
(Click on the book.)

Click for some reality, not propaganda!
Could it be that hydrocarbon fuels derive from something else, and are in fact
A CONSTANTLY RENEWING NATURAL RESOURCE?
(Click on the dinosaurs for an article in WND.)

Click on the oil-well picture for a video review of Thomas Gold’s book
And now: The evil of fossil fuels demonstrated! ….. (Link)

.)

By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Now, here’s a little thought about party balloons ….
Here’s a little quiz question about wind farms.

Who do you think are the biggest investors in
wind farms in Sicily (and a few other places)?
Click here for the revealing answer.
Party balloons float! Why? Because they’re filled with helium – a lighter-than-air gas, with a concentration in air of 4.
(Air has a molecular mass of almost 29, and because 4 is less than 29 – the balloons float.)
Aren’t atmospheric CO2 levels at an
‘unprecedented’ high because of human activity?
Perhaps not …..
Check it out – click here.
On the other hand there are those ‘nasty’ black balloons coming out of power station smokestacks you’ve seen in the TV
advertisements (and vehicle exhausts) and floating ‘up there’ in the blue, supposedly to add to the ‘greenhouse effect’.
So here’s a thought: the black balloons are supposed to be filled with CO2, aren’t they? But wait! CO2 has a molecular mass
of 44 so it’s heavier-than-air. (That’s why it’s used in fire extinguishers: it’s safe in almost every type of fire, it cools as it’s
released due to adiabatic expansion [effectively coming out as ‘snow’], so it goes down to smother flames.)
Think about that! …. How is CO2 from any source supposed to defy the laws of physics and go floating ‘up there’ to wreck
our climate? (True, there will be some mixing, especially in windy conditions, but its’ natural tendency is to go down.)
Now,

Don’t believe it? Don’t trust me?

(Food for thought!)

Michael Spencer
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?

So it must be true …..
Oops! Mid-2017, and 285 scientific
papers support a sceptical position
on climate change. (Link.)

(Click here.)

(Click here for a relevant commentary & interview.)
And now check back to
for Jennifer Marohasy’s
detailed examination of Australia’s temperature records!

Try these two links for Australian University corruption! Read on for the crux of the matter!
By Michael
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
What? You couldn’t find CO2 listed as a pollutant back on page 14? What a surprise! So then, is this whole scare
campaign REALLY about the climate? It would seem there is a real possibility that it’s not. Rather it’s about those two
perennial favourites: money and politics. Now, I know many will think: “That’s an outrageous claim to make against thousands of
scientists dedicated to the truth, against so many dedicated environmentalists intent on saving the planet, against a World organization dedicated to
peace and goodwill, and to pure and unbiased scientific research through the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change!”
(Link) Do you still think it’s all about the climate?
So, perhaps consider these statements:

“This is the first time in the history of mankind that we are setting ourselves the task of intentionally, within a
defined period of time, to change the economic development model that has been reigning for at least 150 years,
since the Industrial Revolution.” - Christiana Figueres, executive secretary of U.N.’s Framework Convention on Climate Change.

Evo Morales – President of Bolivia at the UN FCCC COP20 in 2014.

writes
Klein.

“We redistribute de facto the world’s wealth by climate
policy.”
Ottmar Edenhofer, UN Climate Official.

Read about it:
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
So, after those revelations, perhaps you should check the ‘official’ U.S. Government position on the state of Earth’s climate, as
expressed by President Obama’s 2015 commencement address at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy:

Well – mustn’t he?
Click here for details.
Click on the photo for a video; click
for the full transcript.
And now for a comprehensive analysis and rebuttal of each and every one of the claims made by Mr Obama:

Click on the logo.
By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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Alarmism: In-Depth interview. (Video)

(Link)

Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
A former NOAA meteorologist
tells of years of censorship to hide
the effect of “natural cycles”.

Confronting the Realities of Fraudulent Scientists! (Click the link ABOVE.)

Click
here for
details!

No wonder President Obama seemed to believe what he said if he’d been advised this stuff!
By Michael
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Albert Einstein once said, in jest: “If the facts don’t fit the theory, change the facts!”

Two videos demonstrating just that!: Video 1 & Video 2, both starring NASA’s James Hansen.

Einstein was just joking, but that is exactly what the “Climategate” team has done to the surface temperature record. Watch these videos!

(This seems rather appropriate today!)
Click on either of these graphs for most comprehensive analyses, with verifiable references, showing how this has
been done over the years IN ORDER TO MAKE THE ‘FACTS’ FIT THE THEORY!
(Click to visit the “Deplorable Climate Science” Blog to hear an interview of Tony Heller by James Delingpole)

And, after that, if you are still convinced that the Earth is warming alarmingly due to CO2 emissions,
then there’s no hope for you! (Click here to see how to pick ‘safe’ or ‘dangerous’ warming!)
Of course, REFUSING TO LOOK AND TO CHECK is always a safe option!
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?

“Is The Global Temperature Record Credible?”
The US Temperature Record : NASA And NOAA Cooking The Books”
“Fraud And Collusion In The Global Temperature Record”
Three Links – BEWARE – REAL ANALYSES!
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
WHAT? You didn’t check any of those links on the previous four pages?
You don’t believe that ‘scientists’ & politicians have been ‘fiddling the books’? – See here selective propaganda!
More fool you if you don’t check ….. (Click on the ‘before’ and ‘after’ glacier photos.)

Check it out for yourself. Click here to see it
grow in the last three years.
For a reality check – click here.

For a good laugh –

!

And more about melting glaciers here!

Check the ‘fake news’ that Greenland’s Petermann Glacier is shrinking – (due to ‘global warming’, of course)! (Video)
Watch animation of glacier changes for the last 115,000 years! (Study with video link.)

Now see it in 2019! (Link)
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Check out this interesting
article about certain
scientists, and their beliefs
about eugenics.
Very revealing!
(And you thought this was all
about the weather?)

(Click on the Moai!)

Now check this fascinating
article by Michael Crichton.

Now check this thorough summation of climate alarmism by Professor Lindzen. (Link.)

And here’s some testimony to the U.S. House Committee on Science, Space & Technology by Professor John R. Christy, University
of Alabama in Huntsville (2017 Radio Interview) – arguably the leading scientist in the field of satellite weather observations.
While you’re at it, check the video quoted in the testimony (link below) and note particularly the comments from a number of
(in)famous scientists – many of whom have been exposed for committing scientific fraud.

I hope you didn’t find the video and testimony too upsetting, especially if you are inclined to believe such ‘experts’ as Al. Gore and fellow-travelers.
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
Of course, if you refuse to
look, think about this:

Anatole France - French
novelist (1844 - 1924)
So check these examples
that show that a majority
view might not be correct …
(Click on the graph for comprehensive details.)

“2016 Hottest year Ever?” --- REALLY? (Link to a few facts!)
“After all there are record heat waves/cold weather, hurricanes/typhoons,
extreme droughts/heavy rainfall events, more plagues/diseases/deaths, sea
levels rising, corals bleaching, species becoming extinct, and all sorts of disasters
(including earthquakes), and these things have never happened before!”
Or so ‘the experts’, political activists, the Pope, and the Media tell us.

Watch the video – check the body
language, then decide which one has
facts & which propaganda!

Now, refer back to pages 2 & 9:
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
And, speaking of ‘good news’, check this out for some reality rather than hysteria:
Check what a ‘true
blue’ Labor man has
to say about
“renewable” energy!

Click on the banner for a short video on – Shock! Horror! - power from so-called* ‘fossil fuels’ (* Page 39 for details!)

Even more Shock and Horror! Another short video, with nasty (gulp!) facts – click on the picture (with money bags!).

Refer back to pages 4 to 7 for the REAL long-term solution to our energy needs!
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
And now – Q. & A., and the TV debate between Professor Brian Cox and Senator Malcolm Roberts!
(
– Click this Link)
And check out Jo Nova’s
well-informed observation of
the drama!
(Click on QandA!)

“Professor Brian Cox exposes & destroys One Nation’s Malcolm Roberts.”
(According to this video poster!)

Click HERE for a rather well-informed analysis.

Click HERE for the full show.

It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart you are. If it doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong. Richard Feynman. (Video)
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
At this stage, if you still think that the planet needs saving from dangerous man-made climate change, then
you will be immensely gratified by this (and all the “COP”s – Click on the cartoon for a summary!):

(Click on Leonardo di Caprio & John Kerry to view two videos, & ‘175 Countries’ to view Leonardo/National Geographic propaganda movie.)

And then perhaps check “The Great
Global Warming Swindle” – Video.
Followed by:
– Video.

(Click HERE.)

So: what is the point of trying to fix a non-problem? (Brief video about the Finkel Review/Paris Agreement.)
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Should You Really Be Alarmed About The Climate?

Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?

(Club of Rome, premier environmental
think-tank, consultants to the United
Nations, from their 1991 book: The First
Global Revolution – Click HERE.)

– Maurice Strong, founder of the
UN Environment Program.

So, could it be that we have been ‘conned’ by ‘experts’ using propaganda?
Don’t believe this claim? Especially when “97% of climate scientists” say we’re all doomed?

Click on UNEP to read about the ultimate con-man …..

And the late Maurice Strong gets a mention in this hard-hitting interview! (Audio link)

Well, here’s a challenge for you. (A $10,000[AUD] Challenge, in fact.)
All you have to do is to provide a conclusive argument based on empirical facts that
increasing atmospheric CO2 from fossil fuel burning drives global climate warming.

(How to win the $10,000: Internet link on the charlatan. And, by the way, not one ‘expert’ has taken the money in over five
years. Perhaps that might tell you something.) (Click here to learn a bit about ‘made up’ non-existent temperature data!)
By Michael
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
Page ‘jumps’
– Left click to activate.
“Conned” by “Experts”
using
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Finally, here’s a famous thought, and several brief videos from ecologist, Dr Patrick Moore, co-founder of

:

(Click HERE for video!)
And now several comments about the need to open your mind, and view some encouraging news about population trends:

Video link HERE!
Perhaps discover now a positive future instead! [And why not look at comprehensive information, including about
? (Link) by checking ‘Reconsidering Climate Change’ – and then tell me I’m wrong.]

Have you been ‘conned’? Be brave! Take a look. Good news awaits!
By Michael
Spencer (Feed-back/Comments:
michaelspencer2@bigpond.com)
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REALITY – not hype! (Video)
Some insight from one who REALLY has checked!
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?
But wait! The big climate meeting in Paris (COP-21) promised planetary salvation – didn’t it?
In view of what you might have checked in this document, there is a choice between a very well-funded propaganda campaign and a
few nasty facts: check the
link below. I’ll leave you to choose which you think warrants your belief:
Check this speech from a world leader - one who grew up under totalitarianism. (Link to article.)

HYPE!

Ninety-seven percent of climate scientists agree that manmade climate change is a reality. We know it’s happening,
and we know why: carbon pollution is warming our planet
and creating dirty weather like extreme droughts, flooding,
wildfires, and superstorms. And we’re all paying the price for
it in lives, livelihoods, food and water scarcity, and in every
way imaginable.
What can we do? Reduce carbon pollution. Right now,
scientists tell us that we’re on track to see global temperatures
rise up to 4°C by the end of the century, with a shift to a
clean-energy economy, we can still create the sustainable and
prosperous future we all want. But we have to act now.

Click on Climate Reality’ for fantasy, or on REAL REALITY
for observations rather than computer models.

(Link here.)
(Link)

“Climate Change” has nothing to do

Polar Bears are dying in agony because

By Michael Spencer (Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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Climate scientist ‘experts’ say that the
Greenland ice-sheet is melting, sea
levels will rise and flood us out, and
so we’re all doomed!

Finally – check out this comprehensive
summary of various arguments about

“global warming/climate change”!

Read all about it – click on the NASA
(no less) ‘Worldview’ picture.
And then, go and believe everything
you read/hear/see in the Media.

OR PERHAPS NOT!

But wait! - Some good news too…….
By Michael
Spencer
(Feed-back/Comments: michaelspencer2@bigpond.com) Page ‘jumps’ – Left click to activate.
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INDEX
97% of climate scientists
Alarmist presentations
Arctic & Antarctic
Australian Government Pollutants List
Australian Weather Stations - Relocations
Bureau of Meteorology Climate Centre Superintendent
Capitalism/Communism
‘Carbon Pollution’
Changing facts to suit theory: the scam begins!
‘Cooking the books’
Climate $10,000 Challenge
Climate $50,000 Challenge
Climate ‘deniers’ & ‘Big Oil’
‘Climate Hustle’
Climate models
Climate – observations only
Clouds
CO2 heavier than air
CO2 Home experiment
Cold Bath experiment
Computer Models
Coral bleaching
Cosmic rays
Dihydrogen monoxide
Doomed Planet! - Predictions
Earth’s magnetic field
Electricity Crisis
Environmental predictions/Consensus
Eugenics
Finkel Review (Brief video)
Finkel Review (Scathing Critique!)
Floods in Paris – NOT unprecedented!

‘Fossil’ fuel - origins
‘Fossil’ fuel morality
Fukushima Daiichi
Geological aspects of climate change – volcanoes.
Glaciers
‘Glacier Girl’ under Greenland ice.
Global warming history
‘Great Global Warming Swindle’
Great Horse Manure Crisis
Great Barrier Reef
‘Green’ Electricity
‘Greenhouse’ Hypothesis
‘Greenhouse’ – Home experiment
‘Greening’ planet
Groupthink
Henry’s Law (CO2 balanced with sea temperature)
Historic recorded temperatures
Homogenisation of data
Hottest year ever
Hottest year ever – again!
Hurricanes/Cyclones
Ice melting
Industrial Revolution – ‘200 years’
John Coleman – “Weather Channel” founder
Logarithmic CO2 effect
Majority wrong: Examples
Media propaganda
Nuclear energy
Ocean acidifying
Ozone Hole
Paris Agreement
Planet ‘greening’

‘Peer’ Reviewed papers
Politics
Population explosion
Pressure – atmospheric temperature link
Propaganda – children
Propaganda graph presentation
Psychology
Psychoterratica
Q&A Brian Cox/Malcolm Roberts
Religion
Renewable energy
Scientific consensus
Sea Level Rise
Solar Collectors
Solar Collectors – need for cleaning
Solar Panels – eventual toxic waste
Subsidies
Sun’s magnetic field
Temperature ‘pause’
Temperature/CO2 level/Atmospheric pressure
“The Washing Machine”
Tony Heller/Steven Goddard ‘Whistleblower’
UN IPCC
Universities and “100%” accuracy
Upper troposphere winds
Video showing propaganda graph display
Venus planet heat
Voices of Authority – supposed “Consensus”
Volcanoes
Wind turbines
World food supply
Yes, Prime Minister (and TRUTH!)
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And now – some links to check:
Climate Alarmism



















Real Climate
C.S.I.R.O.
U.N. I.P.C.C.
Skeptical Science
Climate Council
Climate Institute
Climate Central
350
Australian Conservation Foundation
Beyond Zero Emissions
Safe Climate Australia
Rising Tide
Climate Code Red
Australian Religious Response to CC.
Psychology for a Safe Climate
Climate Science for Sceptics
Union of Concerned Scientists
Wentworth
Group
of
Concerned
Scientists

This is a good start!

Climate Scepticism

























ABCnewswatch
Americans for Limited Government
Andrew Bolt
Australian Climate Madness
Australian Environment Foundation
Bishop Hill
Bob Beatty
Bob Carter
Bob Tisdale
Carbon Sense Coalition
Catallaxy
Chiefio
Climate Audit
Climate Conversation Group
Climate Depot
Climate Scepticism
Climate-Resistance
Climate4You
Climate Change Dispatch
Climate Change Predictions
Climatism
CO2 Science
Conscious
David Archibald


























Delingpole (James)
Doctors for Disaster Prepare’ss
Don Aitkin
Ed Berry
Galileo Movement
Ice Age Now
I Love My Carbon Dioxide
Jennifer Marohasy
John Droz
Judith Curry
Ken’s Kingdom
Lavoisier Group
Listen To Us (Petition)
Mark Steyn
McLean on AGW
Menzies House
Jo Nova Links & Sources
Niche Modeling
Nick Cater – Lucky Culture
Nigel Calder
NIPCC
Nir Shaviv (Science Bits)
No Consensus
Not a lot of people know that


























No Tricks Zone
NZ Climate Science Coalition
Principia Scientfic
Quadrant
Real ClimateGate
Real Science
Roger Pielke Snr
Roy Spencer
Science Matters
Science & Public Policy Institute
Steve Goreham
Stop These Things
Storm Data – Policlimate
Sunshine Hours
Tallbloke's Talkshop
The Skeptics Handbook
The Thompsons
Tim Blair
Tom Nelson
Tom Nelson – twitter
Vostok Ice Core Graphs
Warwick Hughes
Watts Up With That
William M. Briggs

But check this list of scientific sceptics! (Link) (What? You didn’t know there were so many sceptics?)
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According to an
‘environmental’
group!
To trace the
history of the
‘Global Warming’
scare, read “The

Real Global
Warming
Disaster” by

Christopher
Booker.
Meticulous
research –
comprehensive
references. If it
doesn’t make you
very annoyed, I’ll
be surprised!

Every one of
these outlandish
claims is
factually untrue.
This is typical of
the
scaremongering
that has been a
standard part of
the “global

warming/
climate change”
promotion for
twenty years or
so!

Now check this
essay on
“Groupthink” by
Christopher
Booker.

Be alarmed! Be very alarmed! (Especially if you click on the diagram for a video!)
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And now a short but pertinent essay …..
Everything

Now here’s a VERY
COMPREHENSIVE
SUMMARY of the
whole thing! Lots
more information
sorted into a logical
order.
(Link)

‘Contributes to’

climate change
including your breath
- and your cat!

And a little video
about “97% of climate

(Link)

scientists agree”; “the
overwhelming
consensus of
‘experts’”; “CO2
controls the climate”;

With some “Ecopsychology” to help
the hysteria and

‘Green’ doommongering along!

etc..
(Very brief video.)
QUESTION
EVERYTHING!

(Link)

Click on the picture for some common sense! And some more HERE! (Link)
By Michael
Spencer
(Feed-back/Comments:
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(Link)

(Link.)
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Check things for yourself! Is ‘Man-made Climate Change’ real? Is ‘Renewable’ Electricity best?

A finally a little about “The Hockey Stick” – A very funny speech by Mark Steyn
(One of two Canadians being sued by Michael Mann.) – Click on “The Hockey Stick”.
Oh look! At long
last it looks as if the

“Believers” in
“Anthropogenic
Climate Change”

“Hockey Stick”

data will be forced
to be released – by
Court Order!
Hmmm ….. I
wonder if “Nobel
Lauréate” (?) Michael
Mann will be feeling
very comfortable
then?

are getting
desperate to silence
Sceptics – so-called
“Climate Deniers”.
Politics, anyone?
Hmmmm? Has

this ever happened
before?

Some climate
philosophy!
(Link)
Produced by climate “expert” Professor Michael Mann (Self-proclaimed Nobel Lauréate?)

[To be fair: an official commentary from Penn State University. (Link)]

(Click on Adolf!)

And finally, on the next page: Propaganda for Children!
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“If you tell a lie big enough and
keep repeating it, people will
eventually come to believe it.
The lie can be maintained only
for such time as the State can
shield the people from the
political, economic and/or
military consequences of the lie.
It thus becomes vitally
important for the State to use
all of its powers to repress
dissent, for the truth is the
mortal enemy of the lie, and
thus by extension, the truth is
the greatest enemy of the State.”
Josef Goebbels

Josef Goebbels

(Link on the picture.)
And a little comment about that latest I.P.C.C. Report. (Link on the BBC!)
Now look at one of the authors!

It just happens to be Professor Michael E. Mann, “Mr ‘Hockey Stick’ Graph” himself.
The late unlamented Dr Josef Goebbels would have been proud indeed!
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Revealing stuff indeed! (Link)

(Link)
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And now – a word from an Astronaut who really did walk on the Moon!
(So, what would he know?)
Another report – with
conference video.

Another report.

(Link on photograph!)

(Link on photograph)

(Hmmm….. is that Earth over there in the background?)
Check what he has to say about the Earth’s climate. (Link on photograph!)
(But again, what would he know? Especially as he’s only a highly-qualified geologist!)
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“1984” – “Big Brother”

(Link on George!)

It’s a sad day when “science”
has descended to this level!
By Michael Spencer
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(Revealing video of false “alarm” claims.)

demonstrated!
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